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The third adventure of Robber Grab, the popular read-aloud
classic by bestselling author Gudrun Pausewang.
ABOUT THE SERIES

THE AUTHOR

Robber Grab is not particularly bright, but all the stronger
for it. He is so strong that his powerful arm muscles often
burst the seams of his sleeves, and he can devour a wild
boar with just one bite of his mighty jaws. Oh yes, he sure is
scary!

Gudrun Pausewang was born in 1928. She spent eleven
years teaching in South America, and in 1959 started a
career as an author. Her numerous books for children and
young adults have made her not only one of the most
popular German authors, but have earned her many prizes
and awards for her works, including the German Literature
Prize for Authors of Books for Young Adults.
More than 4.5 million copies of the author's books published
by Ravensburger have been sold.

CONTENT
Robber Grab is still in retirement and is bored from morning
til night. Fortunately, his birthday is approaching. But then
he receives presents that are all wrong. Why would a thief
need felt slippers and a walker? But the survival underwear
he finds fabulous. Boredom is suddenly a thing of the past
when all of his children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren show up to visit him and his wife Olli. When
he brings the entire gang back to the train, he accidentally
leaves with him and is stuck in the town of Bad
Schlotterborn without any money for the trip home. He has
no other choice: he will have to start stealing again. At
home again in the Rabenhorster Forest, there is no time for
boredom anymore. A whirlwind hurls Robber Grab and Olli
out into the wide world. Their return trip on a pirate ship
full of ex-pirates ends back at home in Jucken. To everyone's
great joy, the Grab family is joined by a very special
grandchild: the first child of their son Ollo and his mermaid
wife Aguanta.
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